PORTABLE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS FOR WIRELESS WORK TEAMS
Sonetics Wireless Headsets let you talk hands-free with your crew while protecting your hearing from dangerous
noise. With our listen-through technology, you control how much outside sound to let in so you can maintain
situational awareness.

GET THE JOB DONE WITH SONETICS
Sonetics Wireless Headsets enable natural conversation in the most challenging environments. We combined
our industry-leading audio quality with our exclusive auto-leveling, noise-cancelling microphone so that you
can understand the subtle differences in what you hear - even in the middle of a loud work zone.
Higher Productivity
Talk easily in real time, completely
hands-free

Better Protection
24dB NRR protects hearing,
Stereo Listen-Through provides
situational awareness

Improved Quality
Make fewer mistakes and watch
job performance rise

Enhanced Safety
Alerts, instructions and updates
are immediate, helping you avoid
hazards and risks

“It filters out your outside noises, which allows you to concentrate on what you’re doing…
Whenever you speak, people clear down at the other end of the project can hear what you’re saying.”
— Walt Logan, Dig This! Las Vegas
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3-USER | 5-USER | 10-USER

SONETICS PORTABLE WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Everything your team needs to safely and effectively communicate.
• Hands-free, wireless operation – no cables to snag or tangle
• 3, 5 or 10 APX377 or APX379 wireless headsets in standard configurations
• Battery-powered, portable DECT7 ComHub with up to 5 channels
• Waterproof charging case with 12V or 120/240V charging options

SYSTEM FEATURES
DECT7® Wireless technology
Stereo Listen-Through technology

Optional portable two-way radio communication
Optional Bluetooth wireless technology

24dB Noise Reduction Rating

Rugged, watertight, IP-66 rated

User-replaceable, rechargeable batteries
with up to 24 hours of talk time

Customizable with advanced features like
Broadcast Mode, Split Push-to-Talk, and
Headset to Multi-Base Station

Secure Communication with Digital
encryption and pre-licensed frequencies
to keep your team interference-free

TWO-WAY RADIO CONNECTIONS
Connect any portable radio directly to an Apex 3-Series
Wireless Headset for one-to-one communication, or to
the ComHub and include your team.

Human-centric design with comfort in mind
for long hours on the job

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
Sonetics is transforming the way work teams
communicate in industries like these:

DDConstruction

DDFood Processing

DDPublic Works

DDUtilities

DDManufacturing

DDHeavy Recovery Towing

DDFirst Responders

DDMarine
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